phile-derived sequence in this hybrid contributes to the differential stability. However, a more quantitative inter-1 Wadsworth Center pretation is often problematic.
of having intrinsic structural stability. Hybrids are then and line-broadening effects of the resonances which are strongly shifted in the native state conformation. designed on the basis of interchanging these regions.
The thermal transition temperature of 144°C observed The present study focuses on the approach of analyzfor wild-type Pf rubredoxin is 30°higher than that of the ing the interactions across the putative interface to be histone rHPyA1 from the Pyrococcus strain GB-3a ( Cp and Pf proteins. Given the observation of the reversthis partitioning, interactions between nonconserved ible unfolding transition, the HybNat algorithm was apatoms occur only within individual clusters and not beplied to the Cp-Pf A2K rubredoxin pair to examine how tween residues in different clusters. Hybrid sequences the nonconserved residues could be partitioned so as which violate this clustering pattern for the nonconto predict hybrid structures which potentially might exserved residues will necessarily introduce nonnativehibit thermodynamic additivity. like interactions. Compatibility with this hybrid native The HybNat algorithm was applied using an operational clustering criterion is a necessary condition for obtainpairwise interaction criterion of a fixed boundary set ing a hybrid structure in which every pairwise interacequal to the sum of the van der Waals radii + 0.5 Å, with tion has an equivalent corresponding pairwise interacthe exception of charge-charge interactions for which tion in one of the parental proteins. On the other hand, an additional 2.5 Å is added. The same interaction critethis clustering analysis cannot provide an a priori suffirion has been applied to model calculations for homolcient condition for obtaining a stable native state of the ogous pairs of adenylate kinase and β-lactamase hybrid. Herein, this HybNat analysis is applied to the proteins (Hernández and LeMaster, 2005) . One such rubredoxin from the archaeon Pyrococcus furiosus (Pf), partitioning involves the seven nonconserved residues the most thermostable protein characterized to date immediately surrounding the four cysteines of the ru-(LeMaster et al., 2004), and its mesophilic homolog bredoxin metal binding site. None of the other 16 resifrom the eubacterium Clostridium pasteurianum (Cp), dues which differ between the Cp and Pf A2K sewhich exhibit a sequence identity of 57%. quences lie within the interaction boundaries of these Seven nonconserved residues in the metal binding seven residues. The metal binding site is recognized to site of rubredoxin were found to form one such HybNat substantially contribute to the net stability of the parencluster. The sequence for these residues was intertal proteins. In the case of Pf rubredoxin, the apo form changed to generate a complementary pair of ru- (Zartler et al., 2001) , as well as a cysteine-free variant bredoxin hybrids. Additivity for these hybrids was asform (Strop and Mayo, 1999), have thermal unfolding sessed by measuring the free energy of stability at transitions which are approximately 60°below that of temperatures in the thermal transition region. Furtherthe intact parent. On the other hand, the role of the more, the additivity of the T m increments for the hybrids binding site residues in the differential thermostabilizaversus the parental rubredoxins was determined to see tion of the two rubredoxins is less clear. whether these results yield a similar estimate for the Removal of residues in the metal binding site region, contribution of these metal binding site residues to the Lys7 and Ile8, in addition to residues 41-48, from the total differential stability.
X-ray structure of Pf rubredoxin (Bau et al., 1998), yields the interface illustrated in Figure 1A . Highlighted in Results and Discussion green are the atoms which are structurally conserved between the two parental Cp and Pf proteins that Rubredoxin Hybrid Design change their static solvent accessibility to a 1.4 Å ra-As commonly observed for proteins isolated from hydius probe by more than 1 Å 2 , relative to the intact properthermophilic organisms ( . As the bringing together of these two interfaces will not result in novel interactions between noncon-ation process by analyzing the chemical shift migration If the structures of the hybrid rubredoxins are to be adequately represented by a sum of the parental structural components, then presumably the chemical shifts of the seven interchanged residues should remain similar to that observed in the parental structures. On the other hand, there are a number of residues which are conserved between the parental sequences which nevertheless have different chemical shift behavior in the two parental proteins, reflecting the effects of interactions with nonconserved positions. Underlined in Figure  2 are positions surrounding the exchanged residues for which the amide chemical shifts most closely follow the parent from which these nonconserved residues are derived.
In Figures 2C and 2D are displayed synthetic spectra composed of the parental Cp and Pf A2K data in which the crosspeaks from the underlined residues of the metal binding site region are interchanged. The striking similarity of these synthetic data to that observed for the Pf metal binding site-swapped Cp rubredoxin and Cp metal binding site-swapped Pf A2K rubredoxin in Figures 2E and 2F strongly suggests that these hybrid structures have been formed so as to closely maintain the tertiary interactions of the parental proteins. Detailed NMR analysis demonstrates the essentially complete Seven nonconserved residues in the metal binding site are interchanged in the hybrid sequences given above, with sequences derived from the mesophile Cp and hyperthermophile Pf A2K rubredoxins indicated in blue and red, respectively. Underlined are the residues surrounding the mutation sites for which the amide chemical shifts are similar to those observed in parental protein from which the mutations are derived. In (C) and (D) are displayed synthetic spectra derived from the parental Cp and Pf A2K spectra in which the resonances from the underlined residues have been exchanged. Despite the marked differences between the two parental spectra and the two-hybrid spectra, the parental-based synthetic data match closely to the corresponding hybrid spectrum.
the temperature range below the onset of unfolding. is obtained when the relative shifts of the five monitored resonances are averaged with a weighting pro-Given total resonance shift migration ranges which can exceed 1000 Hz at an 11.7 T magnetic field strength portionate to the observed frequency migration. When combined with an unfolded population of 63.9% for the and peak positions which can be determined to less than 1 Hz, the precision of such population estimates Pf metal binding site-swapped Cp rubredoxin at this temperature, a 1.32 (±0.07) kcal/mol difference in the is quite high. On the other hand, the accuracy of the population estimate from any single resonance is po-free energy of stability is obtained. The free energy differences between each hybrid and the parental ru-tentially open to challenge. However, the five monitored resonances of the Cp metal binding site-swapped Pf bredoxins have been obtained in the analogous fashion. This approach to determination of ⌬⌬G values A2K rubredoxin represent different positions within the protein core, and they migrate by differing amounts and should be contrasted to that more commonly obtained at temperatures well below the thermal transition. Typi-in opposite frequency directions. The close correspondence for the population estimates obtained from each cally, the concentration of urea or guanidinium chloride required to unfold 50% of the protein population is de-of these resonances argues for the robustness of the analysis.
termined and the variation of unfolded population with denaturant concentration is estimated. A reference free energy of stability is obtained by extrapolation back to Temperatures were identified at which the population of unfolded species could be simultaneously determined for two or more of the rubredoxins. The differential free energies of stabilization were determined (kcal/mol) with the rmsd (indicated in parentheses) being derived from the values predicted from each monitored resonance.
In Figure 4 is illustrated the nominal thermodynamic cycle resulting from these NMR chemical exchange data. In contrast to a true thermodynamic cycle, these direct population measurements have been carried out at different temperatures due to the fact that the population of unfolded species for the thermostable Pf A2K rubredoxin is too small to detect by these NMR experiments at temperatures near the thermal transition of the Cp protein. Ignoring for the moment the differing reference temperatures indicated in this figure, the ⌬⌬G for transferring the seven mesophile metal binding site residues from the Cp parental protein into the Pf A2K structure (3.56 [±0.10] kcal/mol) is indistinguishable from the differential free energy of transferring the analogous seven hyperthermophile metal binding site resi- dynamic cycle only if differential entropy among the rubredoxins ⌬⌬S = 0, or equivalently, if the free energy differences between the proteins in this temperature mined for both proteins under identical conditions, thus yielding highly precise data with far fewer potential range are determined by their differences in enthalpy. Under the assumption of a temperature-independent sources of systematic error. 104.3 (0.3 43 (±0.15) other hand, the hydrogen bond formed between the kcal/mol*deg for the heat capacity of Pf A2K rubredoxin.
Thr7 hydroxyl and the backbone carbonyl oxygen of This ⌬C p value applied to Pf A2K rubredoxin yields estiresidue 48 in the Cp structure is necessarily eliminated mates of its enthalpy and entropy of unfolding as a in the metal binding site-swapped hybrid. The geomefunction of temperature which prove to be similar to try of the hydrogen bond between the Ser47 hydroxyl those experimentally observed for the other rubredoxin and the Glu48 side chain in the Pf structure appears to variants at their thermal transition midpoints (Table 1) . be more favorable than that between the Asp47 car-In turn, the similarity between the observed ⌬S Tm valboxyl and Gln48 Also apparent in the data of Table 1 is that the in-Cys42 S γ . LeMaster et al., 2005b) . In this case, the initial criterion, the largely conserved interfacial boundary combined with the nearly complete thermodynamic additivity of the multiturn segment swapped hybrids are consistent with the observations reported herein. Focusing solely on the lack of thermodynamic additivity observed in these previously reported rationally designed complementary hybrid studies may deflect attention from their success in predicting stably folded tertiary structures. This success may be contrasted with DNA shuffling techniques, which serve to generate large numbers of hybrid sequences via homologous recombination of homologous parental proteins (Stemmer, 1994a, 1994b ). As techniques have been developed to extend DNA shuffling to parental sequences exhibiting identities below 70%, an increasingly large fraction of the resultant hybrids are found to be nonfunctional, primarily due to failure to properly fold (Lutz et al., 2001; Sieber et al., 2001) . Structure-based analyses, such as the SCHEMA algorithm (Voigt et al., 2002) , have been developed to specify recombination crossover points at structural subdomain boundaries to increase the fraction of properly folding proteins. In the most exhaustive systematic DNA shuffling analysis reported to date (Meyer et al., 2003) , a 14-segment analysis of the TEM-1 and PSE-4 β-lactamases was carried out in which essentially all possible recombinants were generated and analyzed for ampicillin resistance activity. Only approximately 0.1% of all possible hybrid sequences exhibited any enzymatic activity. ditivity demonstrates that for this case, the simple short-range cutoff criterion used here to define significant native-like interactions in the hybrid design is ap-hybrid design was based on the observation that the hydrogen exchange kinetics of the amides in the propriate. No longer range interactions between nonconserved residues across this interface contribute multiturn segment (residues 14-32) indicated a collective conformational opening process that is observable detectably to the differential thermal stability. , 2001) . Furthermore, the behavior of strate that all protein hybrid designs which pass the same criterion for the absence of nonnative-like in-this collective disruption of the multiturn segment is largely unaffected by interchanging this sequence be-teractions across the putative interface will exhibit completely additive thermodynamic stability. On the tween the Cp and Pf A2K parental proteins (LeMaster  et al., 2005a) . The operational separability of the con-other hand, these results combined with our previous calculations (Hernández and LeMaster, 2005) do sug-formational dynamics of this multiturn segment was rationalized in terms of the largely conserved interface gest that a substantial proportion of such HybNat designed hybrids are likely to form stable native-like terti-between this segment and the core of the protein. Furthermore, the complementary multiturn swapped hy-ary structures. Although quantitative partitioning of the contribution brid rubredoxins exhibit an 83% additivity of thermal stability with respect to the parental Cp and Pf A2K to differential thermal stability can be feasible, these calculations suggest that, in most cases, only a limited proteins with a minimum of 37% of the differential thermal stability arising from this segment. Although set of sequence partitionings will potentially give rise to pure additive thermodynamic behavior. One significant derived independently of the hybrid native algorithm 
Comparison to Earlier Complementary Hybrid Studies

Conclusion
Clearly, the success in this example does not demon-approximately 100°below the protein T m values (Hernández and LeMaster
